Janus-like opposing roles of CD47 in autoimmune brain inflammation in humans and mice
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Comparison of transcriptomic and proteomic data from pathologically similar multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions reveals down-regulation of CD47 at the messenger RNA level and low abundance at the protein level. Immunohistochemical studies demonstrate that CD47 is expressed in normal myelin and in foamy macrophages and reactive astrocytes within active MS lesions. We demonstrate that CD47−/− mice are refractory to experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), primarily as the result of failure of immune cell activation after immunization with myelin antigen. In contrast, blocking with a monoclonal antibody against CD47 in mice at the peak of paralysis worsens EAE severity and enhances immune activation in the peripheral immune system. In vitro assays demonstrate that blocking CD47 also promotes phagocytosis of myelin and that this effect is dependent on signal regulatory protein α (SIRP-α). Immune regulation and phagocytosis are mechanisms for CD47 signaling in autoimmune neuroinflammation. Depending on the cell type, location, and disease stage, CD47 has Janus–like roles, with opposing effects on EAE pathogenesis.

There is prominent inflammation in myelinated regions of the central nervous system (CNS) during the acute stage of multiple sclerosis (MS; Steinman, 2004). MS is a complex disease with a heterogeneous pathology where damage and repair often occur simultaneously in the CNS tissue (Lassmann et al., 2001; Frohman et al., 2006). High-throughput analyses of genes, proteins, lipids, and antibodies had previously been undertaken to elucidate the molecular signature of MS (Lock et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 2002; Kanter et al., 2006; Han et al., 2008).

Microarray and proteomic analyses of brain lesions, cerebrospinal fluid, and immune cells of MS patients had revealed unexpected molecules and pathways involved in the disease pathogenesis (Dutta et al., 2006; Ousman et al., 2007; Han et al., 2008). However, each technique has its limitations because of the half life of the target molecules, their compartmentalization within the cell, and limitations of the platforms themselves. Moreover, direct comparison of transcriptomic and proteomic databases from different groups is complicated because of lack of standardization of techniques and the heterogeneity of tissue analyzed. We thus proposed a comparative systems biology approach to study the very same tissues from MS brain lesions using gene microarrays and mass spectrometry. This combined approach was undertaken with the hope to illuminate dynamic events that occur during disease pathogenesis.
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In this study, we combined information obtained from transcriptomic and proteomic experiments of the same MS brain tissue. We compared the detection and coverage of targets from each platform and then studied the concordance of RNA and protein expression levels. One of the molecules we identified from this strategy is CD47, a target involved in important immune functions. We studied the role of CD47 in the CNS and peripheral immune system using the experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) model, human MS brain tissue, and in vitro assays. We demonstrated that modulating CD47 function during initiation and progression has opposing effects in the peripheral immune system and the CNS during autoimmune neuroinflammation.

RESULTS
Comparison of RNA and protein expression profiles from MS brain lesions
We compared transcriptomic and proteomic profiles from the same MS brain tissue to study differential expression of RNA transcripts and proteins during disease progression. Microarray analysis was newly performed for this study. Proteomic experiments were based on the MS brain lesion proteome dataset from our previously published work (Han et al., 2008). Tissue containing acute plaque (AP), chronic active plaque (CAP), and chronic plaque (CP) were analyzed by microarray analysis and by mass spectrometry (Fig. S1). Microarray analysis identified 6,601 RNA targets (Table S1), whereas the corresponding proteomic study identified 2,404 protein targets (Table S2). Only 1,229 RNA targets (of the 6,601 total, ~20% of identified) mapped to 834 proteins identified in the proteomic study (~30% of all proteins identified). The majority of the targets (5,372 RNA targets and 1,570 proteins) had no overlap between the two platforms (Fig. S2 and Table S3). We then grouped 834 common targets (identified in both microarray and proteomic platforms) into inliers (RNA expression levels correlate with protein expression levels; relative abundance difference between RNA probe intensities and protein spectral counts were less than one order of magnitude), midliers (RNA expression levels correlate with protein expression levels; relative abundance less than two orders of magnitude), and outliers (RNA expression levels do not correlate with protein expression levels; relative abundance greater than two orders of magnitude) to study concordance between messenger RNA (mRNA) and protein expression (Lu et al., 2007). We identified 374 inliers (45%), 407 midliers (49%), and 53 outliers (6%) using this criteria (Fig. 1 and Table S3). This data for the first time suggested that only a fraction (30% of proteins and 20% of RNA) of the targets were present as both RNA and protein forms in a given tissue. However, RNA and protein expression levels correlated reasonably well when the same target was identified in both types of analyses (Gygi et al., 2000).

CD47 expression is down-regulated in active MS lesions
We identified CD47 among the targets that were down-regulated at the mRNA level and expressed at low abundance at protein levels within active MS lesions (Fig. 1 [within inliers group] and Table S3 [MicroMS overlap 834, row 209, CD47 high-lighted in yellow]). CD47, a membrane protein which is expressed in immune cells and cells of the CNS, participates in diverse cellular functions by signaling via its receptors signal regulatory protein α (SIRP-α) or thrombospondin (Griffiths et al., 2009). The importance of CD47 had previously been implicated in MS, but its cellular and molecular mechanism during MS pathogenesis has yet to be elucidated (Koning et al., 2007; Junker et al., 2009).

CD47−/− mice are resistant to EAE
To understand the role of CD47 in autoimmune neuroinflammation, we induced EAE in CD47−/− mice and compared its clinical course with that of its WT counterparts. CD47−/− mice were refractory to EAE (Fig. 2 A), and their splenocytes

Figure 1. Identification and comparison of transcriptomic and proteomic landscapes. Comparative expression levels from the overlap of microarray and proteomic analysis of MS lesions. 834 MS UniProt IDs were jointly detected in both microarray and mass spectrometry analysis. RNA and protein expression levels of targets were measured by fluorescent intensity and spectral counts, respectively. Global transcriptomic and proteomic landscapes were compared for the 834 overlapping targets using logs (base 10) of mean relative abundance normalized to a mean of zero. Those proteins with absolute log difference <1 for each of the four lesion types (control [CTL], AP, CAP, and CP) were called inliers (i), <2 midliers (ii), and >2 outliers (iii). Note that an absolute log difference of 1 denotes a one order of magnitude difference in relative abundance.
failed to exhibit an inflammatory phenotype upon activation with myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) antigen in vitro (Fig. 2 B). We adoptively transferred immune cells from immunized preclinical WT or CD47<sup>−/−</sup> EAE mice into naive WT or CD47-deficient mice. CD47<sup>−/−</sup> recipients of WT donor cells developed EAE; however, the disease was
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**Figure 2.** CD47<sup>−/−</sup> mice are resistant to autoimmune neuroinflammation. (A) Mean clinical scores ± SEM of C57BL/6 WT mice or CD47<sup>−/−</sup> mice immunized with CFA and myelin peptide. *, P < 0.05 by Mann-Whitney analysis. (B) In vitro proliferation assay and cytokine measurement of splenocytes activated in culture with 0–20 µg/ml MOG<sub>35–55</sub> from WT and CD47<sup>−/−</sup> EAE mice. This experiment was performed three times with n = 10 mice per arm. (C and D) WT or CD47<sup>−/−</sup> mice were immunized with adjuvant and myelin peptide. Immune cells were harvested on day 9 and cultured in vitro with IL-12 for 5 d. Expanded T cell clones from either WT or CD47<sup>−/−</sup> mice were adoptively transferred into naive WT or CD47<sup>−/−</sup> mice (C) or naive RAG<sup>−/−</sup> mice (D) and followed daily for signs of EAE. This experiment was performed once with n = 5 mice per arm. *, P < 0.05 by Student's t test (in C, WT→WT vs. WT→CD47<sup>−/−</sup>). (E) Ex vivo recall cytokine production in splenocyte cultures and degree of CNS inflammation of mice from D. Error bars were calculated from standard error of triplicate samples. *, P < 0.05.
less severe compared with WT recipients of WT donor cells (Fig. 2 C). WT recipients of CD47−/− donor cells did not develop EAE and remained healthy throughout the experiment. This was confirmed when we then adoptively transferred MOG-activated immune cells from either WT or CD47−/− into RAG−/− mice lacking in both T and B cells. Recipient RAG−/− mice transferred with CD47−/− donor cells were again refractory to EAE (Fig. 2, D and E).

**T cells and APCs are defective in CD47−/− mice**

We performed assays to determine whether T cells or APCs from CD47−/− mice were defective. We co-cultured irradiated naive splenocytes from WT or CD47−/− mice in vitro with CD3+ T cells from WT or CD47−/− immunized mice, reactivated with MOG peptide, and measured T cell proliferation. There was impaired proliferation with WT T cells when co-cultured with irradiated CD47−/− splenocytes, suggesting that both T cells and APCs lacking in CD47 were defective in generating encephalitogenic T cells (Fig. 3 A). This was confirmed by flow cytometry that T cells and APCs from CD47−/− mice failed to express markers of activations (CD27 and CD44 on T cells, and CD80 and CD86 on APCs) in response to active immunization with MOG_{35–55} peptide in Freund’s adjuvant (Fig. 3, B and C). Control experiments demonstrated that T cells and APCs from CD47−/− mice were capable of activation by anti-CD3/anti-CD28 or LPS and CpG (Figs. S3 and S4).

**Blocking CD47 at the peak of disease worsened EAE**

Based on the finding that CD47−/− mice were resistant to EAE, we hypothesized that blocking CD47 with mAb (mAb CD47) would ameliorate neuroinflammation. However, we observed that WT EAE mice treated with mAb CD47 by daily i.p. injections at the point of maximal paralysis worsened EAE severity compared with IgG-treated control mice (Fig. 4 A). This was accompanied by enhanced immune cell proliferation and inflammatory cytokine production in the spleens and lymph nodes (Fig. 4, B–F). In support of this finding, we observed that EAE mice treated with mAb against CD47 at the time of immunization developed less severe EAE (Fig. S5). In the bone marrow chimera experiment, CD47−/− mice were resistant to EAE (Fig. 2 C). WT recipients of CD47−/− donor cells did not develop EAE and remained healthy throughout the experiment. This was confirmed when we then adoptively transferred MOG-activated immune cells from either WT or CD47−/− into RAG−/− mice lacking in both T and B cells. Recipient RAG−/− mice transferred with CD47−/− donor cells were again refractory to EAE (Fig. 2, D and E).

**Figure 3. CD47−/− T cells and APCs are defective in EAE induction.** (A) CD3+ T cells from WT or CD47−/− mice isolated by negative selection were cultured in vitro with irradiated splenocytes from WT or CD47−/− mice, pulsed with [H]thymidine for 48 or 72 h, cells were harvested, and radioactive thymidine incorporation was measured. *, P < 0.05 by Student’s t test. (B and C) Effects of CD47 on the frequency of activated leukocytes during EAE. T cells (B) or APCs (C) from CD47+/+ and CD47−/− mice analyzed on days 0 and 7 or 10 d after induction of EAE for CD27 and CD44 expression levels on T cells (B) and CD80 and CD86 expression levels on APCs (CD11b+ and CD11c+; C). (Day 0 vs. day 7 or day 10 after immunization, P < 0.05 by Student’s t test). This experiment was performed twice with n = 3–5 mice per arm.
Human brain myelin was fractionated by gradient centrifugation (Menon et al., 2003). CD47 protein was colocalized in several fractions containing myelin (main band, dispersion, and pellet fractions; Fig. 6, A–C). We then tested the effects of down-regulation of CD47 on myelin phagocytosis in an in vitro assay. Purified human myelin fraction was incubated with activated mouse macrophages, in the presence of either media alone or with blocking antibodies against CD47, SIRP-α, or isotype control IgG. There was increased phagocytosis of the myelin fraction when blocked with mAb CD47 compared with media or isotype control (Fig. 6, D). Similarly, myelin phagocytosis was also increased when blocked with anti–SIRP-α. This suggested that down-regulation of CD47 promotes demyelination in a SIRP-α–dependent mechanism in the CNS, explaining a potential mechanism (among many) for worsening EAE with down-regulation of CD47.

We observed a similar effect of CD47–SIRP-α signaling in the peripheral immune cells of EAE mice. We coated splenocytes from EAE mice with either mAb CD47 or control IgG and measured the phagocytosis index when incubated with mature mouse macrophages. We found that blockage of CD47 led to a higher phagocytosis index compared with media or with the isotype control (Fig. 6, E and F). Concurrently, a similar effect was observed when EAE splenocytes were blocked with an antibody against SIRP-α. This observation supports that CD47–SIRP-α signaling played an important role in autoimmune neuroinflammation.

DISCUSSION

Global large-scale comparisons of protein and RNA profile had previously been investigated in experimental systems (Kislinger et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2007). To our knowledge, systematic integration of multiple platforms has never been reported in a study of MS. This study used two different platforms for “-omic” analysis and provided quantitative expression patterns of genes and proteins from the same MS brain lesions. This exercise illustrated dynamic changes in mRNA and protein expression profiles. It revealed differences in outcomes for transcriptomic and proteomic platforms. It also recipient mice also developed worse EAE (Fig. S6). The finding that CD47 blockade at peak worsened paralysis disease suggested that CD47 may have different functions during disease initiation and during progression of EAE.

CD47 is expressed in myelin and foamy macrophages within active MS lesions

We performed immunohistochemistry of MS brain lesions to study CD47 expression and cellular localization. CD47 was expressed mainly on the myelin of normal control brains (not depicted) and in unaffected areas within MS brains (Fig. 5 A). Within MS tissue, CD47 expression was decreased in demyelinated areas within active MS lesions (Fig. 5, B and C). CD47 immunoreactivity was observed in reactive astrocytes (Fig. 5, D and E) and in foamy macrophages (Fig. 5 F). Infiltrating immune cells, mostly CD3+ cells, did not express CD47 (Fig. 5, G and H).

Down-regulation of CD47 promotes phagocytosis of compact myelin and splenocytes

Engagement of CD47 to its receptor SIRP-α relays the “don’t eat me” signal and prevents cells from being phagocytosed by macrophages (Jaiswal et al., 2009). Immune regulation is one of the major mechanisms by which CD47 participates in the pathogenesis of EAE. However, other potential mechanisms such as phagocytosis may also play an important role in neuro-inflammation. To test this hypothesis, we identified CD47 protein in the human brain myelin fractions by mass spectrometry.

Figure 4. CD47 blockade at the peak of disease worsens EAE. (A) WT C57BL/6 mice were immunized with CFA and MOG35–55. Mice were treated with daily 100-µg i. p. injections of either mAb against CD47 (mAb CD47) or control IgG. *, P < 0.05 by Mann-Whitney analysis. (B–F) Immune cells isolated from lymph nodes of either mAb CD47– or control IgG–treated mice cultured in vitro were analyzed for immune cell proliferation by means of [3H]thymidine incorporation (B) or cytokine production (C–F). This experiment was performed twice with n = 10 mice per arm. Error bars were calculated from standard error of triplicate samples. *, P < 0.05.
CD47 is ubiquitously expressed in all resident cells of the CNS, but its exact function in neurons, astrocytes, and myelin has not been examined (Cahoy et al., 2008). The novel finding of CD47 in association with compact myelin also raised several possibilities on how it might play a role in demyelinating disease. CD47, also known as integrin-associated protein, might well be involved in packing the myelin sheath around axons. Whether lack of CD47 promotes demyelination in vivo by SIRP-α–dependent phagocytosis has not been investigated. Furthermore, whether removal of myelin debris is detrimental or promotes new myelin formation also remains to be answered. These important questions are currently being addressed in our laboratory by using tools such as CD47−/− mice in lysolecithin-induced demyelination.

Astrocytes play a crucial role in MS pathogenesis by modulating inflammation and maintaining the integrity of the blood–brain barrier and repair of demyelinating lesions (Barres, 2008). Junker et al. (2009), as well as our own experiments, suggested that reactive astrocytes in active MS lesions (and not on astrocytes in chronic MS lesions) express high levels of CD47.

Figure 5. CD47 is expressed in myelin, astrocytes, and foamy macrophages in active MS lesions. (A) Expression levels of CD47 in normal myelin. (B) Loss of CD47 staining in demyelinated areas. Arrows denote area of demyelination. (C) Residual myelin within the MS lesions (arrows). (D and E) CD47 staining on astrocytes (red arrows). (F) CD47 expression in macrophages. (G) Inflammatory cells within perivascular cuff staining with anti-CD3. (H) CD3+ cells showing negative staining for CD47 expression. Insets in G and H show higher magnification of CD3+ cells. (I) MS lesion stained with anti-CD68 as control for macrophages.
Findings from our immunohistochemical experiments of MS lesions are also in agreement with their findings, suggesting that CD47 in astrocytes participates in pathogenesis of autoimmune neuroinflammation.

These experiments exemplify the dual and contradictory effects of CD47 during initiation and progression of autoimmune neuroinflammation. These Janus-like opposite findings are likely caused by expression of CD47 in different cell types. Combined with the multiple signaling pathways in which CD47 is involved, we have exposed very different roles for this molecule in different contexts. We are learning this lesson repeatedly when comparing the roles of molecules like the major histocompatibility complex and complement pathway in the immune system versus the nervous system (Stevens et al., 2007; Shatz, 2009). Furthermore, we are now learning that molecules well known to the nervous system like the synaptic transmitter gamma amino butyric acid play different roles in the immune system (Bhat et al., 2010). We focused our study here on CD47–SIRP-α interactions, but other effects on inflammation may be related to CD47–Thrombospondin signaling (Lamy et al., 2007). Future studies will focus on dissecting the interplay of these pathways to study inflammatory demyelinating diseases.

This raises an important question on whether modulating CD47 has a potential role for therapy in MS. Using blocking antibody against CD47 has been shown to be beneficial in a subset of acute myeloid leukemias (Majeti et al., 2009). However, in a setting like autoimmune neuroinflammation where CD47 has opposing effects during early and late stages of disease, it would be important to decide whether blocking or replenishing CD47 may have different effects depending on disease stage. As a precedent, we should remember that immune therapies such as TNF blockade are beneficial in rheumatoid arthritis, whereas they worsen MS. Like many key players that maintain health and disease, modulating CD47 could at once be harmful and beneficial, depending on the context.

**Figure 6.** Down-regulation of CD47 enhances myelin and EAE immune cell phagocytosis by a SIRP-α–dependent mechanism. (A and B) Graph depicting CD47 expression in different myelin fractions measured by spectral count. (C) A representative spectra of CD47 peptide ions identified by mass spectrometry. (D) Purified human myelin fraction was stained with CSFE and incubated with mature mouse macrophages in the presence of control IgG, anti-CD47 blocking mAb, or anti–SIRP-α, and then phagocytosis of myelin was visualized by fluorescent microscopy. (E and F) CD47 blockade analysis of EAE immune cell phagocytosis. (E) Graph depicts EAE splenocytes phagocytosis in the presence of the indicated antibodies. Error bars were calculated from standard error of triplicate samples. *P < 0.05. (F) Splenocytes from either naive or WT C57BL/6 mice immunized with myelin peptide were stained with CSFE and then pretreated with either isotype control IgG or blocking antibodies against either CD47 or SIRP-α before incubation with mature differentiated mouse macrophages. The phagocytosis index was measured by a fluorescent microscope.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. All solvents and reagents were mass spectrometry or American Chemical Society grade from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 were obtained from BD. The RNeasy RNA isolation kit was purchased from Qiagen. Human gene expression HG-U133 Plus 2.0 arrays were purchased from Affymetrix. Blocking human mAb against CD47 and mAP301 monoclonal rat anti–mouse were provided by I. Weissman. ABC kit, secondary antibodies (biotinylated horseradish peroxidase conjugates), and diaminobenzidine (DAB) were obtained from Vector Laboratories. Monoclonal anti–GFAP (giall fibrillary acidic protein), anti-CD3, anti-CD45, and anti-CD68 were obtained from Dako. Monoclonal anti–PLP (proteolipid protein) was a gift from R.A. Sobel.

Human brain samples. Fresh-frozen archived autopsy brain samples were studied by microarray and proteomic analysis. A total of six MS and two control brain samples were included. Samples were obtained from both sexes, age range 23–54 yr, and autopsy interval varied from 4 to 24 h. Human MS brain tissue research was performed according to Institutional Review Board guidelines approved by Stanford Human Subjects Research.

Histological characterization and immunohistochemistry. Cryosections from MS and control samples were characterized into three distinct entities, AP, CAP, and CP, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin and Luxol fast blue. Immunohistochemistry was also performed on the same sections using antibodies against CD3, CD45, CD68, GFAP, and PLP as described in Han et al. (2008). Control brain samples were also analyzed in a similar fashion to rule out CNS pathology. Mouse anti–rat CD47 antibody (1:100 dilution) was used to perform immunohistochemistry of MS lesions.

Microarray experiments. Visible MS lesions from brain tissue samples were isolated, and total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy RNA isolation kit. 3–5 µg of total RNA was analyzed using Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 arrays (Affymetrix) with duplicate arrays for each sample. Gene expression output was analyzed using the Affymetrix Expression Console, SAM (significance analysis of microarrays), Cluster, and Treeview programs (Eisen et al., 1998; Tusher et al., 2001). A total of 54,675 probe sets are represented on the arrays. Probe-level analysis was performed using the MASS algorithm. We then selected targets that (a) were called “present” in at least one of the seven arrays analyzed, (b) had a probe intensity of ≥100, (c) had a probe level analysis p-value <0.05, and (d) used ≥10 out of the 20 available probe pairs. Housekeeping and control genes were removed. 33,398 targets were identified from this initial screen. SAM was then applied with a false discovery rate (FDR) set to <5% (FDR 4.4%, delta value 1.17), equivalent to a p-value of <0.05. A full list of microarray data is accessible in GEO DataSets under accession no. GSE38010.

MS proteome. The protein expression datasets of MS and control samples are from a previously described study by Han et al. (2008). In brief, AP, CAP, and CP lesions were isolated by laser capture microdissection, and samples from the same lesion types were pooled and separated by SDS-PAGE analysis. Individual gel bands were digested with trypsin, and tryptic peptides were analyzed repeatedly by mass spectrometry (four to seven times) with a linear quadrupole (LTQ) ion-trap mass spectrometer. Data obtained from each gel band were originally searched against the nonredundant human protein database (Release 20041130 from Advanced Biomedical Computing Center) using the SEQUEST algorithm (Yates et al., 1995). Files from AP, CAP, and CP were then combined using INTERACT (Han et al., 2001) and filtered with XCorr scores of 1.9, 2.2, and 3.7 for 1+, 2+, and 3+ ions, Delta correlation >0.1 with false positive rate <1% excluding single peptide IDs. For the current study, these previously filtered peptides were researched against the human subset of the UniProt Knowledgebase Release 12.5 (13 November 2007) to update protein lists and corresponding spectral counts.

Comparative protein and RNA profiling. The semiquantitation of protein abundance was obtained by normalizing the mean spectral counts of each protein within a lesion type (control, AP, CAP, and CP) relative to the total mean spectral counts for the particular lesion type. Relative abundance of RNA expression was similarly obtained by normalizing mean fluorescent intensities relative to total mean intensities. Mean fluorescent intensity was calculated based on all probes mapping to a given target for duplicate microarray analyses, except in the case of the AP sample, where only one microarray analysis was performed. Log2 (base 10) of relative abundance estimates were used to determine inliers (all lesion types showing less than one order of magnitude abundance differences), midliers (all lesion types showing at least one and less than two orders of magnitude abundance differences), and outliers (all remaining overlapping targets). Logos were normalized to a mean of zero within each lesion type for the creation of heat maps. The normalized logs were hierarchically clustered based on uncentered correlation with centroid linkage using Cluster 3.0 (Eisen et al., 1998) and visualized using Java TreeView (Saldanha, 2004).

EAE, treatment with mAb CD47, immune cell proliferation, and cytokine analysis. CD47−/− mice and WT C57BL/6 mice were housed in the Research Animal Facility at Stanford University. EAE was induced in 8–9-wk-old WT or CD47−/− mice (n = 9–10 per group) immunized with CFA and MOG35–55 peptide and Bordetella pertussis toxin (400 µg per mouse i.p. injections; El Bioscience) on days 0 and 2. For treatment with mAb against CD47 (mAb CD47), EAE was induced in C57BL/6 WT mice. Mice were treated with daily i.p. injections of 100 µg mAb CD47 or isotype control IgG at specified time points. Mice were followed clinically every day up to day 35. Mice were scored according to the following: 0, normal; 1, tail paralysis; 2, hindlimb weakness; 3, complete hindlimb paralysis; 4, hindlimb paralysis with forelimb weakness; and 5, moribund or death. Animal experiments were approved by and performed in compliance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Stanford University.

Immune cell proliferation and cytokine analysis were performed as previously described (Ousman et al., 2007). In brief, splenocytes and lymph node cells from WT and CD47−/− mice were incubated in 96-well flat-bottom plates in stimulation media and activated with increasing concentrations of MOG35–55 peptide. For proliferation assays, cells were pulsed with [3H]thymidine at 48 h and harvested 16 h later on a filter using a cell harvester, and incorporated radioactivity was counted using a β scintillation counter. For cytokine analysis, immune cells were incubated for 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h, and cytokine levels were measured at different time points using anti–mouse ELISA kits (IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p40, IFN, and OptEIA [BD]; IL-17 and TNF [R&D Systems]).

Adaptive transfer. WT C57BL/6 or CD47−/− mice (female, 8–9 wk old) were immunized with CFA and MOG35–55, and splenocytes and lymph node cells were harvested on day 9 after immunization and expanded in vitro with 10 µg/ml MOG and 20 ng/ml IL-12 (El Bioscience) for 72 h. Cells were then harvested, washed once with prewarmed PBS, counted, and injected into either 5–6-wk-old RAG−/−, WT, or CD47−/− recipient mice (50 × 106 cells per mouse). i.p. and followed clinically up to at least day 30. Pertussis toxin (400 ng/dose) was administered by i.p. injections on days 0 and 2.

Mixed lymphocyte assay. For lymphocyte mixing experiments, CD3+ T lymphocytes from WT C57BL/6 or CD47−/− mice immunized with CFA and MOG35–55 were harvested on day 9 after immunization after negative affinity selections by anti-CD3 affinity purification (BD). WT or CD47−/− CD3+ cells were incubated in 96-well round-bottom plates (106 cells per well) with WT or CD47−/− irradiated splenocytes (3,000 RADS, 5 × 106 cells per well), pulsed with [3H]thymidine at either 24, 48, or 72 h, and harvested 16 h later, and thymidine incorporation was counted using a β scintillation counter.

FACS analysis. For flow cytometry, splenocytes or lymph node cells from either naive or immunized WT and CD47−/− mice were labeled with mAbs against CD3, CD4, CD8, CD11b, CD11c, CD19, CD44, CD27, CD80,
and CD86 and analyzed by a two-color FACScan flow cytometer (BD). Data were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star).

In vitro phagocytosis assay. Phagocytosis assays were performed as previously described (Jaiswal et al., 2009). Human myelin was isolated as described in Ihlis et al. (2009). Female C57BL/6 mice were immunized subcutaneously with MOG35-55/CAFA. Mice were given an i.p. injection of Pertussis toxin at days 0 and 2. Splenocytes were harvested on day 9. CSFE-labeled myelin fraction (1 mg/ml) or EAE splenocytes were incubated with mouse macrophages in the presence of 10 μg/ml IgA2 isotype, anti-mouse CD47 (mLAP301), or anti-SIRP-α for 2 h. Cells were analyzed to determine the phagocytosis index (number of cells phagocytosed per 100 macrophages) by fluorescence microscopy. P < 0.05 was determined to be statistically significant by Student’s t test.

Statistical analysis. Data represent means ± SEM. The Student’s t test (n = 2 per group) was used for parametric data. The Mann–Whitney t test was performed to detect between group differences. A p-value of <0.05 was rendered statistically significant.

Online supplemental material. Fig. S1 shows a flow chart of microarray and proteomic analysis of MS lesions. Fig. S2 shows the intersection of targets identified by microarray and proteomic analysis. Fig. S3 shows that CD47−/− T cells proliferate when activated with anti-CD3 or anti-CD28 in vitro. Fig. S4 shows that CD47−/− APCs express co-stimulatory molecules upon either LPS or CpG activation. Fig. S5 shows that mAb CD47 treatment lessens EAE severity. Fig. S6 shows a bone marrow chimera experiment. Table S1, included as an Excel file, shows the MS brain lesion transcriptome. Table S2, included as an Excel file, shows the MS brain lesion transcriptome. Table S3, included as an Excel file, compares the MS brain lesion transcriptome and proteome. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20101974/DC1.
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